


DANAGE DOMINO MODULAR TARGET SYSTEM
Move–Flip–Rotate

Shooting a recurve bow at 70 metres, you will get a 
minimum of 6000 arrows in each 44x44 cm XHD cube.

The Basic DOMINO advantages – for top economy:

 Move for maximum ”lifetime”

 Flip – shoot on both sides (XHD and X-XHD foam) 

 Rotate each Domino Cube for more arrows

3 DECADES - 7 CONTINENTS - 80 COUNTRIES
Olympic Games  World Championships  World Cup Finals  World Cup Tournaments  World Games 

European Games  Asian Games  Youth Olympic Games  Youth Championships
...and many more

You name it and the Domino Target System was most likely used
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132 x 132 cm / 52 x 52”

528 x 132 cm / 208 x 52”

132 x 132 cm / 52 x 52”

“The decision to invest in the DANAGE DOMINO targets was from the 
first BERLIN OPEN in 2010 mainly to ensure the best possible targets 
for the archers. We have now after 6 tournaments experienced more 
advantages; e.g. very good “lifetime” = good economy, easy maintenance 
and also easy transport and installation.”
Carsten Rauchhaus, Vice President BSB BB Berlin,  
President Org. Team Berlin Open (Germany)

“We find the Danage Domino bosses very good value for money. All in all 
we had 12 tournaments + more than hundreds practise shootings before 
the targets had to have segments replaced.” 
Eric Jackson, Treasurer, Wellingborough Open Archery Club (UK)

“We have now for 3 years been shooting on our Danage 
Domino Shooting Wall - and have not yet replaced any 
modules. Also important, the renovation (moving the 
modules) of the total shooting wall is done within 60 – 90 
minutes - and that is highly appreciated by the archers.”
Goran Karlson, President, Karlskrona Bagskyttar, (Sweden)

“All in all we highly recommend using 
Danage PowerStop and of course also the 
Danage Domino targets.“ 
Steen J. Jørgensen, President TIK Archery, 
Taastrup (Denmark)

World Cup Final 2009, Copenhagen. Warm up targets at Rosenborg Castle.



88 x 88 cm / 35 x 35”

88 x 88 cm / 35 x 35”

 66 x 66 cm / 26 x 26”

44 x 66 cm / 17 x 26”

44 x 44 cm / 17 x 17” 
PowerStop

DANAGE DOMINO MODULAR TARGET SYSTEM
Anything is possible

“After three indoor World Cups, one indoor World Archery 
Championship, and thousands of accurate shots, we are very 
happy with the “lifetime” and the easy maintenance of the 
targets, so happy that we also use them in training.”
Olivier Grillat, Arc Club de Nimes (France)

“The DOMINO PowerStop is the secret behind why our foam is 
still the original one, meaning we save investing in spare parts, 
no time is spent on maintenance and, more importantly, we have 
peace of mind because we are certain the tournament schedule 
will be followed. In short, economical and stress-free.”
Anette Hedvall, Treasurer, BK Dalpilen, Borlänge (Sweden)

“Archers can enjoy pulling out their arrows without 
damaging their points and arrow surface. Archery clubs can 
easily build shooting ranges and easily replace worn out 
parts making the Domino Targets very economical in use.”
Miroslav Bojcun (Slovakia)

“Test overall satisfactory as indicates 
that Danage Targets can be used at 18m 
indoors as effectively as other systems 
while being lower maintenance and 
more environmentally-friendly.”
M.-F. Dufour RA Archery Club, Ottawa 
(Canada)

“We have saved a lot not having to 
purchase any new targets for 10 years 
(used for 6 great tournaments + all 
regular training) - and still ready for the 
next nationals.”
Anette Hedvall, Treasurer, BK Dalpilen, 
Borlänge (Sweden)

“DANAGE is a very trustable 
partner; they are always listening 
to find the best way to help us.”
Olivier Grillat, Arc Club de Nimes, 
(France)

The basic foam of the DANAGE 
Archery Targets is expanded low-
density polyethylene PE foam. 
The manufacturing process is 
free from ozone damaging CFC´s 
and HCFC´s.
When incinerated, the PE 
foam produces a high calorific 
value without any harmful gas 
emissions. The waste disposal 
plants should receive the worn 
out foam modules without 
problem.

IF YOU HAVE ANY 
DOUBT – TRY IT!

Erik Kornbek, Inventor of the  
DANAGE DOMINO Target System 

(Denmark)

“It is so pleasant to shoot Domino 
Targets; I can really recommend them 
to all archers.” 
Nets Mertens, Trainer DAE (Belgium)



DANAGE of Scandinavia

Industrivej 13
6310 Broager

Denmark

Tel. +45 74 44 26 36
E-mail danage@danage.dk

www.domino-target.com
www.danage.dk

Your local contact:


